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In order to publish the outline of its
environmental conservation activities, the
Bureau of Waterworks, Tokyo Metropolitan
Government has since FY 2000 prepared
and published Environmental Report
summarizing the current status of its
environment-related measures as well as
the relationship between the waterworks
services and the environment.
We look forward to your feedback on the
Report, which we would like to incorporate
into our environmental measures and
report preparation in the future.

Bureau of Waterworks, Tokyo Metropolitan Government
Environmental Basic Principle
Water is essential for our lives. Protecting the global environment which nurtures water is a
common issue to all humankind.
Through business activities that supply safe and delicious tap water stably, Bureau of
Waterworks, Tokyo Metropolitan Government, will strive to pass on our rich global
environment to the next generation.

Bureau of Waterworks, Tokyo Metropolitan Government
Environmental Five-Year Plan 2015-2019
The Bureau of Waterworks, Tokyo Metropolitan Government, hereinafter referred to as “TMWB”,
formulated the “Five-Year Environmental Plan 2015-2019” in March 2015, and followed that plan until
FY 2019. In the plan, we established the following 4 basic environmental policies, to reduce negative
impacts on environment. Based on these policies, we have stated 34 specific initiatives and targets. To
achieve this we are striving to balance environmental conservation and sound business management, so
that we realize our environmental basic principle.
4 Environmental Basic Policies
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Initiatives
TMWB consumes a large amount of energy. We are reducing our energy consumption and

Improvement
of Energy
Efficiency

introducing renewable energy.

Conservation
of Healthy
Water
Environment

TMWB uses water as a precious, limited resource. We are protecting and cultivating water

Effective Use
of Resources

■ Promoting better energy efficiency
■ Complying with Tokyo Metropolitan Environmental Security Ordinance
■ Reduce energy consumption with various business activities

conservation forests, and undertaking initiatives to conserve the water environment.
■ Maintaining and improving water conservation forests
■ Mitigating urban heat island
TMWB is continuously reducing waste products discharged by the waterworks business and
promoting recycling.
■ Promoting waste reduction and recycling
■ Promoting effective use of water
TMWB is promoting environmental initiatives, such as water conservation forest activities

Promotion of
Environmental
Communication

together with customers, environmental education in elementary schools, and raising
awareness among stakeholders.
■ Promoting environmental communication with customers
■ Raising environmental awareness of staff
■ Raising environmental awareness of business stakeholders
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TMWB consumes approximately 800 GWh of electricity per year to purify and provide water. We are
making innovations to send water using less power by replacing equipment with energy saving models
because most of power use results from operation of purification plants and water supply stations.

Using energy saving pump equipment

Update with more efficient LEDs

Pump equipment that sends water from water pu-

By switching to LED for outdoor lights at waterworks

rification plants and water supply stations consume a

facilities and indoors lights at offices, we expect to

lot of electricity. We have introduced low energy loss

reduce energy consumption. Highly efficient lighting

inverters when updating pump equipment to reduce

has different characteristics depending on the type,

electricity consumption. During FY 2019, We installed

so we are installing these lights with consideration for

inverters on 15 pumps at the Kanamachi Water Purifi-

brightness, safety, and other conditions. In FY 2019, we

cation Plant.

replaced lighting in 22 facilities with LEDs and other
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high efficiency lighting.

Energy
Loss

LED lighting introduced to
outdoor lights at water purification plants

After updating

Efficient water supply operations
TMWB is conducting efficient water operation by considering an energy perspective to stable water supply, such
as by tracking and predicting the amount of electricity used by each facility in the water transmission and distribution process, then shifting the water distribution to systems that consume less energy, properly managing the
water levels in distribution reservoirs, and more.

Creating energy
TMWB has introduced power generation equipment utilizing renewable energy that does not emit
CO₂.

Solar Power Generators

Small Hydraulic Power Generators

TMWB has installed solar power generators at 20 lo-

TMWB is performing power generation in a system

cations. In order to install more solar power generators,

uniquely applying to waterworks, such as a system of

we are making use of open space such as on top of

utilization of elevation difference between a reservoir

distribution reservoirs in purification plants and the

and a purification plant or of utilization of water

rooftop of buildings. In FY 2019, we introduced solar

pressure at the gate of distribution reservoirs of water

power generators at two locations: the Koto Water

supply stations.

Supply Station and the Hachioji Water Supply Office.

In FY 2019, total amount of power generation was 7.20 GWh,
which was equivalent to annual power use of about 1,900
households.

In FY 2019, total amount of power generation was 5.82 GWh,
which was equivalent to annual power use of about 1,500
households.
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Basic Policy 1

Reducing energy consumption

Basic Policy 2

Protecting and cultivating forests
Water that falls on forests flows through reservoirs, rivers, and

Water conservation forests

water purification plants before arriving at taps as drinking water.

have an area of 24,294

Water conservation forests at the upper reaches of the Tama

hectares, or about 39% of

River store and clean water. TMWB has conducted management

the Ward Area of Tokyo.

of water conservation forests for about 120 years to preserve
rich forests that nurture water.

Role of Forests

Forests have several functions, as follows:
2. Cleaning water

1. Storing water
Rain that falls on forest

As rainwater moves

is stored temporarily in the

slowly through the soil,

spongy soil with a high water

pollution in the water

retention capacity formed from

is removed, making it

fallen leaves, then flows as

cleaner.

groundwater.
3. Preventing erosion and land-

4. Absorbing carbon dioxide

slides

Trees in forests absorb carbon dioxide in the at-

Branches and fallen leaves play

mosphere, playing a major role in preventing global

a cushion role to protect soils

warming.

against impacts of rainfalls, and
tree roots give pressures to soils
to prevent drainage of surface soils from ground.

Initiatives to protect water conservation forests

TMWB raises healthy forests, in order to fully demonstrate the functionality of these forests.

Conservation Work
In order to make full use of the
multifunctional roles of forests, we
cultivate them to be composed of
trees of various ages, heights, and
species, by repeatedly thinning and
pruning vegetation to let light in. We
did 565.58 hectares of thinning and
pruning in FY 2019.

Purchasing privete-forests
TMWB is purchasing to manage
private-forests, more of which
have become blighted due to the
long-term slump in the forestry
industry. We are actively purchasing
areas where there is concern that
soil will erode into the Ogouchi Reservoir, for about 10 years starting in
2017. We have purchased approximately 2,663ha of private-forests by
FY 2019.

Pruning

Developed forest
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Measures against damages
caused by bears and deer
Forests are often damaged by
sika deer, which eat barks on trees
as well as Asian black bears, which
scrape off barks. In order to protect
trees, we are installing fences to
keep animals out of areas where
we have planted new saplings,
and wrapping protective materials
around tree trunks.

Protective materials around tree trunks

Water purification and construction works produces a lot of surplus soil and garbage. Wastes are not
just thrown away, but they are utilized as effectively as possible.
Water is a precious natural resource, but water occasionally leaks from water pipes. We are working
on water leakage prevention measures day and night to prevent loss of water.

Recycling granular activated carbon

Water Leakage Prevention Measures

Since granular activated carbon required for ad-

We systematically replace old distribution pipes

vanced water purification may reduce its function to

in order to prevent leakages. Also, we systematically

absorb such elements as source of smell, periodical

search for and find underground leaks early, because

replacement of it is required. Currently, such carbon are

they cannot be checked directly, and are often left

utilized perfectly as horticultural soil and fuel adjuvant

abandoned for a long time. Our leakage rate in FY 2019

auxiliary agent.

was 3.6%, which is the lowest level in the world.

Basic Policy 3

Eliminating resource waste

During nighttime, with
water leakage detectors,
our staff listens for the faint
sound of water leaking underground to locate leaks.
Granular activated

Utilizing granular activated

carbon used for

carbon for gardening soil

advanced water
purification

Environmental Communication
TMWB actively communicates with customers and business stakeholders to promote environmental
measures.

Tama River Water Resources Forest Team

Tokyo Waterworks Caravan

A volunteer team positively works for maintenance of

Tokyo Waterworks Caravan visits elementary schools

the water conservation forests. Blighted private forests

in order to help students learn water and waterworks.

have been successfully recovering through its activities.

Tokyo Waterworks Caravan delivers materials such as

We welcome you to join the team.

skits, movies, experiments, etc. to enable kids easily

In FY 2019, we engaged in these activities 138 times.

understand how to produce and supply tap water.

We also welcome high school and university students

The Caravan for adults is also available at community

to join in these activities.

centers.
In FY 2019, we visited
1,256 elementary schools
and held the events
233 times at children’s
centers.

Thinning

Tokyo Waterworks Caravan
in children’
s facilities
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Basic Policy 4

Sound surveys conducted at night

Environmental Accounting (FY 2019)
The environmental accounting of the TMWB aims at pursuing effective and efficient environmental
conservation activities in consideration of maintaining a sound business. It also helps us grasp
environmental conservation costs during the normal course of business as well as benefit gained from
such activities. TMWB discloses the environmental accounting every year.

【Coverage】

◇ Scope of Calculation
The environmental accounting covers all environmental conservation activities implemented by
TMWB from April 1, 2019 to March 31, 2020.
◇ Target items
a. Target items are selected and classified in accordance with the categories defined in “Environmental Accounting Guidelines 2005” of Ministry of the Environment.
b. Administration and R&D activities contributing indirectly to environmental conversation are also
selected as well as such activities as energy utilization and waste recycling. Mandatory expense
stipulated by law is excluded.
c. Obligatory costs for promoting the waterworks business are also excluded.

【Structural Elements】

◇ Environmental Conservation Cost
- Investment : the amount of expenditure of capital investments TMWB spent on depreciable assets
for environmental conservation
- Expenditure : the amount of expenditure resulting from the consumption of goods or services for
environmental conservation as well as depreciation expenses
◇ Economic Benefit Associated with Environmental Conservation Activities
The amount of costs reduced through environmental conservation activities, and the income
derived from recycling of waste.
Note : Costs for administration, R&D, and social activities are not recorded, which are unable to
be calculated quantitatively.
◇ Environmental Conservation Benefit
The effects on environmental conservation activities such as the reduction of environmental
burdens are measured in physical units.
Qualitative environmental conservation benefit is also recorded.

Summary Table
Category

Key activities

Business area
cost
Global
Utilization of : exhaust heat; solar
environmental power and hydropower ; and
conservation cost environment-friendly electric power
Resource
circulation
cost

Effective use of: sludge generated
from water purification; construction
by-products; greywater and rainwater;
and granular activated carbon
Rooftop greening; Environmental

Administration Accounting; Environmental
Plan; Environmental Report; and
cost
Environmental communication

R&D cost

Survey, research, and development

Social activity Tama River Water Resources Forest
Team
cost
Total

Unit : thousand yen
Environmental
conservation cost

Investment

Expense

Economic benefit
associated with
environmental
conservation activities

5,944,377

Environmental conservation benefit
CO₂ emission reduction : 47,913t-CO₂/year
Effective use of sludge from water purification
plants : 47,955 t/year

1,595,280

2,645,573

1,595,280

354,496

0

2,291,077

43,349

883,448

0

0

0

Study of effective use of ozone exhaust (managed
directly)

0

202,122

0

Fostering volunteers through learning and
experiences

1,638,629

3,731,143

5,944,377

2,307,590 CO₂ emission reduction : 47,045 t-CO₂/year

3,636,787

CO₂ emission reduction : 868 t-CO₂/year
Effective use of sludge from water purification
plants : 47,955 t/year
Reducing heat island effects using green roofs

0 Greening area : 22,578 m2 in total

Note: In estimating of CO₂ reduction volume in consuming of environment-friendly electric power, such CO₂ emission factors of each power supply companies are
used as estimated according to the FY 2019 guideline for bidding participation in“Green Electric Power Project”of Tokyo Metropolitan Government.
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Impact on the environment from the waterworks business
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Water conservation
forests have many
functions, including water
resource cultivation, water
quality puriﬁcation,
erosion prevention, and
CO2 absorption.

Water
Conservation
Forests

Dam

23,414ｔ-CO2

CO2
135,835ｔ-CO2
Sludge
85,335 t
Granular activated carbon
8,495 t

puriﬁcation process

240,070ｔ-CO2

Total amount of
supply water
1,543milion ㎥

Construction surplus soil
902,444 ㎥
Construction waste
1,104,367ｔ

CO2
Waste

Waste
generated in
oﬃces

7,136ｔ-CO2
140ｔ

ｔ

47,955 t（56％）
Granular activated carbon
8,495 t（100％）
Construction surplus soil
902,444 ㎥
（100％）
Construction Waste
1,104,318 t（100％※５）

Sludge

Eﬀective use of resources※２

406,455ｔ-CO2
CO2
Sludge
85,335ｔ
Granular activated carbon
8,495 t
Construction surplus soil
902,444 ㎥
1,104,507ｔ
Waste※４

Total Amount of Output※２

薬品

千kWh

216.9 kL
77.7 kL
18.6 kL
0.1N㎥
kL
11.1 t
5.1 MN㎥
64.4 TJ
1.5 TJ
3.7N㎥
TJ
74,304ｔ

8,267 TJ
798 GWh

Total Amount of Input※２

Total

エネルギー
Energy
Electricity※3
※２
Fuel電力
ガソリン
Gasoline
灯油
Kerosene
ＬＰＧ
Light
oil
都市ガス
Hevy
oil
ＬＰＧ蒸気
City冷水
gas
重油
Steam
Hot 軽油
water
Cold天然ガス
water
Chemicals

Exhaust gas
generated from
using cars

Energy
142 TJ
エネルギー
Electricity
11.4
GWh
電力
千kWh
Fuel
燃料（発電機・暖房機器）
Gasoline
1.0
kL
ガソリン
Kerosene
4.5 kL
灯油
Light oil
0.4 kL
ＬＰＧ
ＬＰ
Ｇ
0.9 t
都市ガス
N㎥
City
gas
0.4
MN㎥
蒸気（空調等）
Steam
1.1 TJ
冷水（冷暖房等）
Cold water
1.3 TJ
車の使用
Fuel
for automobiles
ガソリン
Gasoline
213.5 kL
軽油 oil
Light
15.8 kL
天然ガス
N㎥

5. Oﬃce Activities

Power, paper, and
water used in
oﬃces

4. Construction※1

Soil and waste
generated in
construction

Power used to
run pumps

Water Supply Station

CO2

Power used to run equipment
Fuel used to run generators

ｔ

Water
Sludge generated in
Puriﬁcation the water
Plant

薬品

0.8ｔ kL
46.8 kL
1.5 kL
0.1 kL
3.5 t
0.6 MN㎥
1.5 TJ
2.3 TJ
182ｔ

Excludes CO2 emissions from electricity and fuel used in construction.
Items may not add up to totals due to rounding oﬀ.
Excludes 17 GWh from the thermal power generator at Higashimurayama Puriﬁcation Plant and renewable energy.
Waste includes construction waste, as well as waste generated by oﬃce activities.
Numbers to the right of the decimal point are rounded oﬀ.

Output

※1.
※2.
※3.
※4.
※5.

CO2

Power used to
run pumps

Total Amount of
intake water
1,594million ㎥

1.2 kL
23.3 kL
0.2 kL
4.5 t
4.1 MN㎥
63.3N㎥
TJ
73,094ｔ

4,894 TJ
487千kWh
GWh

Energy
エネルギー
Electricity
電力
Fuel
Gasoline
薬品
Kerosene
Light oil
Heavy oil
LPG
City gas
Hot water
Cold water
Chemicals

エネルギー
Energy
電力
Electricity
燃料
Fuel
ガソリン
Gasoline
灯油
Kerosene
ＬＰＧ
Light oil
重油
LPG
軽油
City
gas
都市ガス
Steam
蒸気
Chemicals

Energy ー
477 TJ
電力
Electricity
48 GWh
Fuel
薬品
Gasoline
0.5 kL
Kerosene
3.2 kL
Light oil
0.7 kL
LPG
2.2 t
Chemicals 1,028 t

2,753 TJ
251千kWh
GWh

Water supply stations have
distribution reservoir to store
water sent from puriﬁcation plants
as well as pumps to send water to
customers.

At puriﬁcation plants, water
is ﬁnally puriﬁed through
sedimentation, ﬁlteration and
disinfection.

Water is conveyed to
resevoirs and puriﬁcation
plants through water
channel and pipes after
taken from rivers with
intake weirs.

3. Transmission
/Distribution

2. Puriﬁcation

1.Intake
/Conveyance

The waterworks service uses water produced by our planet as its precious resource, and delivers tap water in a state that is safe to drink, so it is deeply
connected to the global environment. However, a great burden is placed on the environment in order to make tap water and deliver it to customers, such
as using a large amount of electricity and other energy, and emitting carbon dioxide.
The diagram below shows the positive impacts and negative impacts on the environment, as well as the matter used (input) and matter emitted (output)
by the TMWB in each step from intaking water to delivering it to the customers.

Input

Bureau of Waterworks, Tokyo Metropolitan
Government Environmental Five-Year Plan
2020-2024
In March 2020, we produced a new environmental plan, the Bureau of Waterworks, Tokyo
Metropolitan Government Environmental Five-Year
Plan 2020-2024. This plan is the sixth phase of
environmental plans we have made continuously. In
the plan, we outline our vision for the TMWB in the
2040s in terms of TMWB environmental measures.
In addition to establishing four basic environmental
policies to achieve this vision in the five years of the
plan, we set a total of 37 specific initiatives under
these four policies.
The four basic environmental policies are (1) Reduction of CO₂ Emissions, (2) Conservation of Sound
Water Cycle and Rich Greenery, (3) Sustainable Use of Resources, (4) Environmental Communication with
Various Entities
By steadily promoting the initiatives in this plan, we will realize our basic environmental philosophy and
further contribute to realizing the SDGs.

Information Dissemination 〜Knowledge Sharing〜
International dissemination and sharing of techniques, know-how and knowledge
We opetrate a website to introduce our efforts to overseas waterworks experts.
Through the website, we disseminate information on our outline, techniques and know-how,
and efforts relating to measures for international cooperation, and accept questions from
overseas waterwoks experts and researchers.

☆☆ We look forward to your visit to our website ☆☆
https://www.waterprofessionals.metro.tokyo.jp/
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